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vengeance dance essentials vol.1 is the perfect starting point for modern dance music producers.
the vocals, drums, percussion, and synth loops are ready to use as they are, while the synth bass,
synth lead, and synth melody loops are also subdivided into major and minor keys. if you're feeling
adventurous, try mixing the synth lead loops with a kick drum, or add some of the percussion loops

on top! the vocals are mixed and ready to use in the drop, while the synth bass, synth lead, and
synth melody loops are perfect for arranging or layering! this sample pack also features a bonus

folder filled with one-shot vocals. the a-side is a new sample pack by vengeance sound focused on
house, deep house, tech house, minimal, and deep minimal. this sample pack will enable producers
to lay down the perfect, soulful, and catchy house, deep house, minimal, and tech house loop packs.
it includes 1000 wav files, each as a single loop, so you can layer and mix them freely. not only that,
you will also find 30 special fx files, such as ring, delay, reverb, and compressor, the sound of vinyl
crackle, or the classic sound of old record players, allowing you to easily recreate the sound of the

past. also, the pack includes a bonus folder filled with one-shot vocals. vengeance is back with
vengeance trap essentials vol. 1! trap music is a crossover between electro, dub and hiphop. with

more than 2000 of the sickest and punchiest samples of all time, we bring you the deep, boomy 808
kicks, insane pitching alarm sounds, and amazing chopped up vocals and tapestops you need for this
exciting genre. this sample pack includes tons of oneshots for kicks, snares, claps, percussion, vocal
shots, fx, vinyl cuts and scratches, drumloops, and melody loops. on top of all that, you also get 50

fat construction kits to help you start creating hot trap beats right away.
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this pack is filled with all the components needed to create a killer sound. as an added bonus, the
sample pack also includes all the midi files to allow you to be creative with your own instruments.

this sample pack features the best of minimal house, deep house, dirty techno and dirty electro. all
the drum sounds are key and 808-infused so you don’t have to worry about those tight kits getting in

the way of your creativity. the vocals, fx, and other audio elements are designed to be used as
standalone elements or as a foundation for your own kit sounds. whether you're looking to create a
track for the dance floor, or a unique signature sound for your music, you can be assured that you'll

find what you need to create a memorable track. it's the perfect kit for anyone looking to create their
own signature style and sound. greetings fellow producers and djs! here's vengeance dirty electro
vol2. we're here to give you more than just some simple drum sounds. we're here to give you the

sounds that producers and djs need when they're making their own tracks and songs. that's why we
have included all the necessary elements you need to create the perfect beats. we're also here to

offer you two bonus packs of drum kits. the first one is vengeance minimal house vol1 and the
second one is vengeance dirty electro. the second pack contains all the elements you need to create
your own signature sound. so if you are looking for a new kit to bring to life your own tracks, if you

want some really tight kits to get your creativity going, if you want more innovative sounds to make
you a better producer, and if you want to try something new, then this is the pack for you! for this
pack, we took inspiration from the recent minimal wave that has been becoming popular in house
music over the last few years. we took that wave and expanded it to create our own, fresh wave of
sounds. the drum kit that is included in this pack is based on the kit we used on the second mix we
made for our radio show. we used that kit to mix a track, and you can download the track for free
below. if you are looking to take your production up a notch, then this kit is for you! the kit also

includes all the elements you need to create the perfect song. whether you're looking to make new
tracks, or you're looking to make your own songs, this kit will help you take your production skills to
a whole new level. with the addition of the other packs, you'll be able to take your production skills

up to new heights. so if you're looking for a new kit to help you create your own songs, if you want a
powerful kit to use on your remixes, or if you want a kit to use on your free-style tracks, then you will
definitely want to check out the kit that we have included in this pack. the kit also includes a total of

75 drums and samples. there are loads of kicks, snares, claps, percussion, vocal shots, fx sounds,
instrument and melodic loops, drum and synth pads, synths, and fx loops. with the addition of the

other packs, you'll be able to take your production skills to a whole new level. so if you're looking to
take your production skills to a whole new level, then you will definitely want to check out the kit
that we have included in this pack. you can download all the drum kits for free below. 5ec8ef588b
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